
Six Degrees’ Public Cloud Managed Services provide a comprehensive portfolio of governance, management and 
reporting aligned to fluctuating requirements across your Microsoft Azure environment to deliver the appropriate level 
of coverage, efficiently and securely.

Secure, Integrated Cloud Services

PUBLIC CLOUD 
MANAGED SERVICES
Optimised Azure cloud management to 
support governance, growth, and innovation.

Our fully UK onshore delivered Public Cloud Managed Services are 
ideal for new or existing Azure environments where organisations 
seek to:

Three Service Tiers Tailored to Your Needs

Our Public Cloud Managed Services are available in three tiers 
that can be modelled across your Azure estate based on your 
Azure subscriptions.

Gain control over cloud costs and spend

Ensure service availability and resolution

Address in house resourcing constraints

Adhere to architecture best practices

Resolve performance, security, reliability, or operational 
challenges

Foundation tier delivers ongoing financial 
governance and control through FinOps 
reporting and partner-led Azure premier 
support.

Governance tier adds improved operational, 
performance, security and reliability cloud 
governance through monthly reporting and 
reviews alongside access to a Technical 
Service Manager to offer proactive 
remediation recommendations.

Manage and Govern tier is enhanced further 
with first, second and third-line support for 
your Azure environment, standard Operating 
Systems, and Microsoft SQL.



For more information about our Public Cloud Managed Services, 
please contact sales@6dg.co.uk or call 0800 012 8060.

Our 
Credentials 27001

Managed Service Tier Comparison

Support Governance, Growth, and Innovation

Capability/Tiers Foundation Governance Manage and Govern

Microsoft Platform Support (24x7) logging with Microsoft Y Y Y

Service Review Meeting Y (Quarterly) Y (Monthly) Y (Monthly)

FinOps Monthly Report Y Y Y

CloudOps Monthly Report Y Y

SecOps Monthly Report Y Y

FinOps, SecOps and CloudOps Remediate Additional Option Additional Option Additional Option

Managed Standard OS and SQL Y

Managed Standard IaaS and PaaS Y

Managed Standard AD Y

Managed Standard Firewall Y

Managed Standard Backup (Backup as a Service) Y

DR Management Y

Managed Standard Landing Zones Y

Six Degrees Support Level 1, 2 and 3 Support (24x7) Y

Advanced Services (OS, SQL Server, Firewall, AD, DRaaS) Additional Option

What It Does Why This Matters What This Means

FinOps reporting to identify areas of 
wasted spend and recommendations 
for remediation.

Lack of confidence or concern in spiralling 
cloud costs can inhibit the usage of cloud 
to drive growth and innovation.  

On average 32% of cloud spend is 
considered wasted. Get control to 
eliminate wastage, be able to predict 
spend, and charge back appropriately.

SecOps reporting to identify areas of risk 
and recommendations for remediation.

Exposure to security threats or breaches of 
compliance can be extremely damaging for 
organisations and their customers.  

Gain confidence and credibility internally 
and externally that you meet the security 
and compliance needs of your customers.

CloudOps reporting to identify 
inefficiencies related to performance, 
operations and reliability.

Poorly architected Azure environments inhibit 
the ability to leverage the true capability 
of the platform and can lead to frustration, 
downstream delays and issues, and lack of 
competitiveness.

Well architected cloud environments can 
drive growth and innovation and provide 
a stable platform to build on.

Technical Service Manager to offer 
proactive reporting and recommendations.

Interpreting information and prioritising 
remediation efforts are crucial to ensuring a 
cloud environment doesn’t stagnate or cause 
downstream challenges due to inaction.

Have confidence and peace of mind that 
Six Degrees will be your eyes and ears 
on your Azure environment to spot 
opportunities for efficiency gains and 
environment improvements.

Manage and Govern Tier first/second/
third-line support.

Standard operational support matters 
are taken off your in-house team’s 
responsibilities. 

Your in-house team can be freed up to 
work on projects driving the organisation 
forward. Any attrition of staff in your 
organisation does not lead to degradation 
of service as Six Degrees will handle it.

Six Degrees’ Public Cloud Managed Services can be taken alongside 
our Flexible Engineering service to complement and support your 
cloud-native workloads, alongside your traditional workloads that have 
been moved to cloud.

Professional Services Cloud Assessments are available to:

• Determine the health of your current Azure environment  
comprehensively, or specifically related to FinOps or SecOps  
with individual assessments.

• Assess candidacy and readiness for migration to cloud.

• Prove the viability of Azure for a specific workload through   
a proof-of-concept engagement.

• AMMP Partner
• Direct Bill CSP
• JumpStart Partner
• Operator Connect
• Microsoft Azure 
  Connectivity Peering 
  Partner
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